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Several pay and feedback conditions were compared as to their effects
on production rates and accuracy on a packaging task by severely and

moderately retarded clienLs working ín a shel-tered workshop.

Eight retarded clients in a sheltered. workshop were studied.. The subjects
vtere exposed to five different conditions: fixed weekly payment (Baseline ï),
fixed. half-hour payment (Base1ine II), fixed half-hour payment plus an

ongoing quantity feedback system (ongoing Feedback condition), FR-10 payment

every half hour .(Ratio Reinforcement condition), and finally FR-10 pa'ment

every hal-f hour combined with an ongoing quantity feedback system (Ratio

Reinforcement plus Ongoing Feedback Condition).

A1I subjects were exposed to Basefine r and rr conditions duríng the

first experimental phase. fn subsequent phases, six subjects were exposed to
the three experímental- conditions in a multi-element design with a staggered

introduction of the conditions within ea-ch subject and a counterbalancing of
the introduction of conditions across subjects. An ABAB d.esign was arso

achieved for these subjects by the addition of weekly probes during which

subjects were returned to the Baseline Ir condition during sessions on the

fifth day of each week. The remaining two subjects continued on Basel-ine rr
condition throughout these phases. rn the final experimental phase, a multi-
ple baseline component was accomplished by returning the six subjects to
Baseline rr condition and placing the two control subjects on the experimental

condition that combined ratio reinforcement with ongoing feedback.

The results indicates that four of the six subjects exposed to al-l- three
experimentaf conditions, plus the trvo control subjects showed highest production

Ä,bstract



rates (ín comparison to Baseline

Ongoing Feed.back contingency was

not affect the subjects' accuracy

II) when the Ratio Reinforcement Plus

in effect. Experimental condítions did

throughout the study.
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fn working with retarded individuals in shel-tered ivorkshops, two main

concerns arise - to train these cl-ients on various tasks and. to increase

and maintain their production at acceptable levels.

Reviews of the literature concerning procedures to increase production

rates in sheltered workshops for the retarded (Betlamy, I976¡ Martin &

Pa1lotta, L977) indicated. that production is affected by varia-bles such

as instructions from the supervisors preceeding work, modelling and sociaJ-

facil-itation from partners, features of the working set, supervision style,

and consequences contingent on working.

Introduction

Bel1amy, Inman and Schwartz (in preparation) reviewed studies dealing

with reinforcement contingencies concerning work behavior of severely and

profoundJ-y retarded adu1ts. Some of their conclusions were that work rates

are affected, among other variables, by contingent positive reinforcement

for work behavior and contingent punishing consequences for low rates.

Brown, Frank, Fox, Vockluk, York and Sontag (L974) compared no payment

with weekly payment, weekly payment and choice of task and weekly pa)¡ment

based on rates of production. The authors found an increase in production

on the last condition

Weekly payment was compared with daily payment and session payment

(every 15 minutes) in a study published by Brown, Be11amy, Perlmutter,

Sackowitz and Sontag (I912) and work rates increased rvhen subjects were

paid every session. fn this study, subject payment in al-l- phases was based

on production rates.
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As has been shown, ratio schedules yield higher rates of responding

(Martin & Pear, L918; Ferster & Skinner, 1957) than schedules based solely

on time passing. Some of the contingencies resulting from fixed ratio

reinforcement are (a) that the high rates of reinfot""*"rrt occurring in

smal-l fixed ratio schedul-es may be due to a high frequency of reinforcement,

and (b) that the responses emitted since reinforcement may be a conditioned

reinforcer and. a discriminative stimulus so that at any point in a fixed

ratio schedule a response may be reinforced as it is in a chain of

responses (Ferster. & Skinner I 1957).

Thus, according to research data, payment in shorter intervals

(session vs. weekly)r payment based on rates of responding, and. a system

that maximizes the doubl-e function of every response (conditioned rein-

forcer and disciminative stimufus) in a fixed ratio schedule are vaiables

that should affect prcduction rates of retarded individuals in shel-tered

workshops.

However, typicat workshop pay is either a fixed amount of money at

the end of a weekly period, or occasionally, a fixed amount at the end of

a day. Therefore, this study compared several pay and feedback conditions

as follows:

1. fixed. pay at the end of

2. fixed pay at the end of

3. pay based on production

4. fixed pay at the end of

feedback;

5. pay based on production rate at the end

ongoing quantity feedback.

a week;

a session;

rates at the end of a session;

a session with ongoing quantity

of a session with



Subjects

Eight subjects v/ere selected from one of the Northgrove sheltered

vrorkshops at. the Manitoba Schoof for Retardates. Criteria for selection

rvas low production on the airline pack packaging task (to be described

below). The subjectsr characteristics are summarized in Tal¡l-e 1.

Method

Setting

Subjects worked in the training area of a workshop which ís a room

separated from the area where other clients worked. Subjects were

seated at a tabl-e measuring 2.4 m by l-.2 m. The tabl-e had a wooden box

in the center that was 2.3 m J-ong, 20.3 cm wide, and 16.5 cm high, and which

was divided into nine compartments where the items required for the task

were kept. At the left side of each subject there were t$/o 27.9 cm by

I2.7 cm plastic boxes, 11.4 cm high, into ivhich the subjects placed the

finished product. Four subjects sat on each side of the table (see

Figure 1).

fnsert Ta-]¡l-e l- about here

3.

General Procedure

There \^/ere six to

one-half hour. Before

Insert Figure I about here

eight daily sessions in all-

the start of each session,

phases, each lasting

the experimenter gave



Years of
Subiects Ase Dìagnosis I -Q. (Test) fnsti.tutionallz.4lien

A. Ross 29 Doivnts syndrome less than 20 22
P.P.V. T.

B' Gerald 34 84 3
. Weiss

C. Richard 24 Downts syndrome approx. 26 Il
Stanford=Binet

Some Characteristics of the SuJcjects

Table l-

o. 
:urn 

42 Severe mental 39
retardation W.A. I.S.

E- Greg 23 Encephalopathy 3 yr 0 mo

due to birth P.P.V.T.
injury

E- Paul 26 MiId mental 54
retardation due Slossa¡r

' to prenatal
causes

G. Ken 22 Encephalopathy 2 yr 4 mo

P. P.V. T.

H- Ross 29 Do'lvn's syndrome fess than 20
P.P.V.T.

A

22

l5

I6

L2

22
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Figure I. Seating arrangement for the subjects.
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each subject instTuctions concerning the duration of the session and the

contingencies in effect. AII subjects started. at the same time upon the

experimenterrs signal. A timer rang at the end of a hal-f-hour period and

subjects stopped working. The experimenter either paid and coltected the

suJrjectts production at the end of the session, or counted the items

produced. paid the subject and col-lected subject's production. A new

session was then started

All phases, except for Baseline I, were in effect until the subjects

achieved stability criteria on that contingency, or for a maximum of 24

sessions. Criteria for stability was five consecutive sessions with no

more than 20s" variation on production among sessions and no increasing trends.

Data Col-l-ection and Stability Criteria

Subjects worked on a packaging task throughout the experiment. The

packaging invofved putting a napkin, sugar package, and a plastic stick

into a plastic bag. The chain for the task is described in Ta-l¡l-e 2.

Sessions lasted one-half hour. At the end of each session, the ex-

perimenter col-l-ected the packages made by each subject and put them in

individual bags or boxes. The experimenter counted the packages made by

each subject as wel-l- as how many packages had errors.

Relia-bility was obtained by having another person count the subject's

production independently. Relia-l¡ility was taken at least once during each

phase with lOO% agreement on aIl sessions.

fnsert Ta-bl-e 2 about here



Chain for the Task: Packaqing an Airline Pack

Table 2

Steps

1. Pick up napkin.

2. Fold napkin lengthwise in two.

3. FoId. napkin,;in two.

- 4. Pick up plastic bag.

5. Tnsert napkin in t}re bag.

6. Pick up plastic stick.

7. Put stick in the bag.

8. Pick up sugar.

- 9. Put sugar in the bag.

10. Put bag in the box.

7.



Experimental Contingencies

Throughout the experiment, tJre

sets of contingencies, with only one

any one session.

Basel-ine l. Subjects started working upon instruction and stopped

when a timer signalled the end of the work period. At the end. of each

session, subjects' production and errors were counted- At the end of

each week, subjects received 60+ as pay. Payment was made after the

l-ast session of the day.

The boxes where subjects put their finished product were blue in

col-or.

subjects e>çerienced the follorving

set of contingencies in effect during

The fol-lowing'instruction was given before each session: "I want

you to work as fast as you can from now on. When I say so, you start.

When you hear the belI, finish the package you are working on and stop.

I'l-1 come around and then col-lect your packages. You will- be paid at the

end of the week, on Friday, as last week. Start."

Basel-ine II. At the end of each session, subjects' production and

errors were counted by the experimenter. lnlhen the timer sounded., the

experimenter went around the ta-l¡le collecting each subjectts production

and putting it into a box. The experimenter than paid each subject 2ê

and said, "Here is your pay". The experimenter did. not count the subjectrs

production then.

o

The boxes where subjects put their final- product were blue.

The foll-owing instructions were given before each session: "I want

you to work as fast as you can from now on. hhen I say so, you start.



When you hear the bell, finish the package you are

ï'fI come around then and coÌlect your packages.

was shown) then. Start to work now,r.

Ratio Reinforcement. At the end. of each session, subjects were paid

1ë for every 10 packages made. The experimenter went to each subject

when the session was over, counted the subjectrs production out l-oud in

the subjectts presence, and paid him at every lO packages saying, "...8, g,

IO. Here is 1ë. 7,2, ...g,10. Here is another cent...". The extra

packages (one to nine packages) were put back in the subject's box and

the experimenter said, "I'l-.1- pay for these next time when you complete 10

packages." The recorded production during the half-hour session incl-uded

these packages. In the next session, those packages were not counted.

Boxes where the finished product were put were yelÌow during ttris

condition.

q

working on and stop.

I wifl pay you 2ë (which

The fol-l-owing instructions were given at the onset of each session:

"I want you to work as fast as you can. Start when I say so. tr{hen you

hear the bell, finish the package you are working on and stop. After you

stop, Ir11 pay you 1Ç (which was sholvn) for every 10 packages you make.

Start to rvork now".

paid a certain amount of money. The

determined as follows: the average

line II divided by 10 was the number

Ongoing Quantity Feedback. At

the first five sessions. For example, average on baseline = 10 packages

per half hour; pay on ongoing quantity feedback contingency = 1+. Every

the end of each session, subjects were

amount received in each session was

production of the subject during Base-

of cents the suJeject received during
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five sessions, a nev¡ average was calculated on the l.ast five sessions and

the amounL of money earned on the next five sessions was based on this

averagie.

Boxes where the subjects put

partitions in four rows, each row

package (see Figure 2). The boxes

When the timer sounded, the experimenter coll-ected the subjectrs production

and put it into a box. The experimenter then paid the subject and said,

"Here is your pay". The experimenter did not count the subject's production

in the subject's presence.

The instructions given during this phase were as follows: "I want you

to work as fast as you can. Put each of your packages in each of those

slots (experimenter showed the subject). Start working when I say so.

When you hear the bell, finish the package you are \,^iorking on and stop.

After you stop, I'lI cofl-ect your packages and f'11 pay you 
-- 

(the amount

for the session was said and shown) cents. Start to work now" -

Ratio Reinforcement Plus Ongoing Quantity Feedback. Subjects were

their finished products were divided by

containing 10 sIots. Each slot fit one

\^/ere blue as during Baselines I and II

Insert Figure 2 about here

paid lÇ for every 10 packages completed. Payment occurred every half-hour

(a¡d the end of each session). Boxes where the subjects put their finished

product rvere divided into four rows with 10 slots each as described above

(Ongoing Quantity Feedback) and were yellow as during the Ratio Reinforcement

Condition. At the end of the session, thé experimenter counted the production



Figure 2. Schematic of the box for finished products.
ts
ts
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in the subject's presence by poinì-ing to the completed rows and. paid 1Ç

for every 10 packages saying, "I,2, ...9, fO - one row - l-ë. Lr 2, ...9,

10 - one row - another cent . . . ". The experimenter put each cent in front

of "u..h to*. The one to nine extra packages were put in the first row and

the experimenter said, "I'l-1 pay for these next time if you complete the row

or whenever you complete it". The recorded production for the half-hour

session incl-uded these packages. In the next session, these packages were

not recorded. on the data sheets.

The folÌowing instructions were given during this phase: "I rvant you

to work as fast as you can. Put each of your packages in each slot (the

experimenter showed the subject). Start when I say so. When you hear

Lhe bell, finish the package you are working on and stop. After you stop,

I'11 come around, count how many rows you completed (the experimenter

shorved the rows) and I'11 pay you 1ë for each row. Start to work now".

Dependent Variables

Two dependent

One was production

a subject completed

accuracy which was

by the total- number

Research Desiqn

varial¡l-es were taken into account in this experiment.

rate, which was measured by the numl¡er of packages

during one session. The ottrer was the percentage of

measured by the number of packages with errors divided

of packages a subject made in one session times 100.

The basic design \das a multi-element design with counterbalancing of

procedures among subjects. An ABA design was afso achieved with a return

to basel-ine on the fast week, and wil-h one day of probes per week during

which there v¡as a return to baseline. In addition, two subjects remained
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on basel-ine throughout the experiment and were exposed to the combined

ratio reinforcement plus ongoing quantity fecdback experimental phase

during the ]ast week, pr:ovidi-ng a rnultiple baseline component to the design.

Phase I. Subjects were exposed to two baseline conditions. Base-

l-ine I l-asted two weeks with subjects being paid weekly. Baseline II

fasted for 24 sessions and subjecls were paid a fixed amount of money at

the end of each session.

phase_Il. After BaseJ-ine fT, six subjects were exposed to one of three

contingencies; (1) ratio schedul-e of reinforcement, (2) ongoing quantity

feedback, (3) ratio schedul-e of reinforcement rith o.rgoing quantity feed-

back, whil-e trvo other subjects remained on Baseline II throughout the ex-

periment.

Phase fII. After 24 sessions, the next phase was introduced for

each of the six subjects who were exposed to an experimental condition in

Phase IT. During this phase, subjects were exposed to two of three

contingencies. The first three sessions of the day were under one contin-

gency and the last three sessions under another contingency. The order

of presentation was al-ternated every day. This procedure was folfowed.

for 24 sessions on the contingency most recently introduced-

!¡a¡S_]y. During the fourth phase, the six subjects were exposed

to all- three experimental contingencies. Each contingency \¡/as in effect

for one-third of the sessions of the day for each subject, and the order

j-n which the contingencies were presented was randomized daily. The order

on which contingencíes were introduced for each subject is shown in Table 3-

Insert Table 3 al¡out here
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In addition, one day per week during Phases II, Il, and IV there were

probes when Basefine II was introduced for the day for a1I subjects.

Phase V. After criteria was achieved on the fourth phase, suJrjects

were returned. to Baseline II conditions for 50 sessions. Contingency 3

(ratio schedul-e and. quantity feedback) was applied to the two subjects

ivho remained on Baseline during Phases II, II, and IV. SuJ:jects 7 and I

were exposed to contingency 3 for 24 sessions.

week

Finatly, all subjects were exposed to Baseline I conditions for one

The overall means for each

Figure 3. The dotted. curvel_n

Basefine II conditions, with the middle points showing the mean production

for Basel-ine Iï probe sessions. As Figure 3 shows, excluding the varial¡le

performance during Baseline I, for Subjects 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8, the high-

est productÍon rates of the experimental -conditions were the ratio reinforcer

ment and ongoing feedback condition while for Subject 3, the highest pro-

duction rate was during the ongoing feedback condition and for Subject 6,

t5

Resul-ts

contingency for each subject are presented

represents the mean production rates during

Insert Figure 3 about here

the ratio condition achieved the highest mean val-ue.

The difference between Basel-ine ïï condition and the ratio reinforce-

ment and feedback condition is very small- for Subject B (-39 packages per
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hatf-hour) thus indicating that the change in the behavior was not tikely

due to the experimental conditions.

Figure 3 also shows that for all subjects, except Subjects 6 and 8,

there was a decrease in the production rates f::om Baseline f to Baseline If

conditions on Phase T. Since the Baseline I condition was introduced at

the beginning of the experiment, the decrease might be due to variables

other than the ones ]¡eing controlled. When Baseline I was reintroduced

during phase V, atl subjects showed prorluction rates equal to or smaller

than during Baseline fI conditions during Phase V and all subjects, except

Subject f¡ made smaller than Basel-ine I levels during Phase I. AIso, alt

subjects showed a decrease in their production rates from the first in-

troduction of the Baseline II condition in Phase Ï to the lasL introduction

of the same condition in Phase Vr which might indicate a decreasing trend

in production as time passes, due to other varia-Ì¡l-es than the contingencies

under control of the experimenter.

The mean production rate on each contingency during each phase is

presented in Figure 4. Each experimental condition is presented in oner

two, or three phases as a result of the mul-ti-element design and due to

the counterbalancing of order on the experimental condition each subject

had different conditions operating in each phase. The d.otted curve, in-

di cates Baseline II conditions and its three middle points are the mean rates

for the probe sessions during each corresponding phase. Again, Subjects 1

and 2 show an effect on each experimental condition as compared to Baseline

Insert Figure 4 about here
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II levels. The effects seem to be quite stable across phases. For Subjects

4,5t and 6, the production rates during the ongoing feedback condition

are compara-ble to the highest rate for the Baseline TI.condition, thus

indicating that this contingency did not have an effect that produced.

higher rates of responding than Baseline II levels for these subjects.

Although the mean production rate on the ratio reinforcement plus ongoing

feedback .otlaitio.rs for Subject 3 is only slightly higher than the largest

mean rate on a Baseline II condition .(.29 packages per hal-f-hour) on the

phase that the raiio reinforcement and ongoing feedback is introduced,

the mean rate of production on the Baseline fI condition probes decrease to-

one hal-f its previous level-. This indicated that the ratio reinforcement

plus ongoing feedback condítion rvas effective in maintaining the behavior

at a.l-evel of production twice as large as ín a Basel-ine II condition.

Subject 6 showed a J-arger overall mean production rate on the ratio

reinforcement condition, than on the ratio reinforcement plus ongoing feedback

condition in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows that there seemed to be an increasing

trend on tlte production rates for the ratio reinforcement plus ongoing feed-

back condition while it seems to be a decreasing one for the ratio rein-

forcement condition-

Subjec:ts 2, 4, and 5 showed an r:f'fect on the ratio reinforcement plus

ongoing feedback condition when compared to the otler experimenl-af conditions

and to Basel-ine II condition, but they never achieved the same l-evel- of

production as in Baseline I condil-ion. This shows a consistent but smal-l

effect of the varial¡les under study not only in absolute terms (number of

packages per half hour) but also when compared to their initial performance.



All data is

did not vary too

extreme values.

of actual rates.

20.

presented in means because the subjects r production rates

much within conditions with armost no occurrences of very

The means for production rates are thus, reprcsentative

Figures 5 and 6 show the cumufative production rates d.uring each

rbject and the least stable one, respectively.

As can be seen, Figure 5 shows a steady pattern of responding while Figure

6 shows periods of almost no responding foÌlowed by periods with much

higher rates of production.

In order to provide a different visual perspective of a subjectrs day-to-

day variability, Figure 7 shows the frequency graph of the production of

fnsert Figures 5 and 6 about here

of the most stable subject (averaged every two sessions) across all phases

for all conditions of the experiment. The dotted. vertical lines indicate

Lhe points at which.Baseline II probes were initiated. and terminated. The

full- vertical lines indicate the termination of each phase. The lowest

production rate in one session for this subject is six packages and the

highest ís 26 packages, yielding a range of 20. This subject had a produc-

tion rate smafler than l-0 packages only twice, showing a very sLable pattern

of responding.

Insert Figure 7 a-bout here

Tab1e 4 shows the mean percentage of accuracy for every condition
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Figure 5. The cumulative production
rates per session is shown. Each
curve represents one contingency.
The vertical fines on the Baselíne
II (curve B) represent the int-roduction
of each probe and the introduction of
Baseline II on Phase V. The vertical
line on Baseline I (curve A) represents
the introduction of this contingency
in Phase VI.
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Figure 6. The cumulative production
rates Per sesslon is sho\dn' Each

curve represents one contin'gency'
The vertlcal l-ines on the Baseline
tI (curve B) represent the int-roduction
of each probe and the introduction of
BaselÍne II on Phase V' The vertical
line on Baseline I (curve a) represents
the introduction of this contingency
in Phase VI-
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for al-l subjects. Ta-l¡le 4 suggests that the varia-l:les manipulated did not

affect accuracy. The error rates are relatively stable within subjects

across all- different condit.ions,. Both high a¡d low accuracy level-s were

maintained during Lhis experiment.

In summary, the resul-ts showed a consistent but small effect of the

ratio reinforcement plus ongoing feedback condition. The ongoing feedback

condition alone seemed. to be fess effective than the ratio reinforcement

condition and in four of six cases, no more effective than Baseline II,

condition. But, subjects that did not show any effect on the ongoing feed-

back condition (Subjects I, 4, 5, and 6) showed a larger effect on the ratio

reinforcement plus ongoing feedback condition, while the subject that showed

some effect on the ongoing.*feedback condition (Subject 2) and a larger effect

on the ratio reinforcement condition, showed an even larger effect on the

ratio reinforcement plus ongoing feedback condition. This data indicates

that a fixed ratio of reinforcement schedule combined with a feedback system

that may maximize the double function of each response (as a discriminative

stimulus and conditioned reinforcer) on the schedul-e is more effective than

each component separately, and shoul-d receive additional investigation.

Discussion

fnsert Ta-l¡le 4 about here

24-

The

feedback

duction

data presented indicates that a combination of an

system and a fixed ratio schedule of reinforcement

rates on a packaging task more than either variable

ongoing quantity

increases pro-

al-one.



Mean percentage of accuracy for every contingency for all suJojects.

Conditions

Subjects Baseline I Baseline II Feedback Ratio Ratio plus Feedback

A

B

c

D

E

F

G

H

Table 4

t-00 91 .94 loo 100

99 .19 99.60

99 -80. 100

53 . 69 56 - 00 54 .92 55 .42

99.59 100

lo -59 67.80 70.28 69.57

loo

atr

66 -24 68 .26 64 - 41_ 66 .2L

100 t00

99 .88

loo 100

100

100

100

59 .08

99.75

13.63

100

61.08



Although the results are smal-l, \^/e can have confidence in them due to

the design. The multi-element design and the counterbalancing of the order

in which the experimental conditions were introduced show that each condi-

tion's production rates were independent of each other, and not dependent

on the ord.er in which they were introduced.

The Basel-ine II probes and the reversal during Phase V show that re-

sults can be replicated for short and longer periods of time. The probes

give us confidence that the subjects I production ïates under .the various

experimental- conditions were indeed in many cases higher than their baseline

leve1s at given Limes. There were four days of probes during the experiment.

Two were on Friday, one on Monday and one on Thursday, thus indicatingi that

the lower rates du::ing the probes are not due to contingencies operating

only on certain days of the week such as the approach of the weekend.

The multiple baseline component achieved by maintaining Subjects 7 and

B on Baseline II condition from Phases I to IV and introducting the ra'bio

reinforcement plus ongoing feedback condition on Phase V showed that Basel-ine

II rates were maintained fairly stable throughout the experiment and that

the introduction of one of the experimental conditions after long periods of

time stifl- led to results similar to the other six subjects.

effects observed being refatively sma1l, such as: (a) the fact that palzment

only occurred every one-half hour instejad of immediately after completion

of each ratio as in typical fixed ratj-o schedules; (b) tìre jump from a

schedule of reinforcement based on time passing, when the requirement for

reinforcement is the emission of onl-y one response, to an FR-10 might be

too large for some individuals. Stretching the ratio gradually over a period

There are a few variables that might have been responsibfe for the
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of time might lead to higher rates of responding as is suggested by previous

research (Ferster & Skinner, 195'7; Martin & Pear, L9l8)

The data also indicated that increasi-ng production ral-es of some

subjects on an ongoing feedback system paired with a schedule of

reinforcement based on time passing is not as efficient as a fixed ratio

schedul-e of reinforcement. The fact that ratio schedules of reinforcement

lead to someivhat higher productions of retarded individuals working in

sheltered workshops than schedules solely based. on time passing confirms

previous findings such as those reported by Bellamy et al- (in preparation)

and Brown et al. (I97 4)

The higher production rates achieved on the condition when arr

ongoing feedback plus fixed ratio reinforcement was operating than on

the other experimental conditions also corroborates the Ìrypothesis that

a system that maximizes the doubl-e function of every response (a discrimin*

ative stimul-us and ä conditioned reinforcer) occurring in a fixed ratio

of reinforcement should be more effective in increasing production rates

than either component alone.

It is plausible to assume that the ongoing quantity feedback system,

when combined with the fixed ratio schedule of reinforcement was maximizíng

the dj-striminative stimul-us and conditioned reinforcer functions of every

response and not functioning in other ways because the same feedback system,

when combined with an interval schedule of reinforcement did not have any

effect on Subjects 4, 5, and 6 and afmost no effect on Subjects L and 2,

as compared to their Baseline II l-evels, On the other hand, all five

subjects sho\¡ied production rates well al:ove Baseline ïI levels during the

ongoing feedback plus ratio reinforcement condition.
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Subject 2's high production rates during the ongoing quantity feedback

condition could be due to peculiar variables such as preference for color.

The overall high production rate dueing the first introduction of

Basel-ine I as compared to. the int{oduction of Baseline II, the experimental

conditions, and the reintroduction of Basel-ine I might be due to a variety

of reasons, such as a change in the physical environment (change of rooms,

of peers at the ta-ble, and of supervision) , the effect of the introduction

of instructions and the use of a bel-l to initiate and terminate sessions.

Afl of these factors possibly infl-uenced the rate of respondi-ng on Baseline

I. rn any event, it seems that a "novelty effect" \das responsible for an

increase in production rates and this should be investigated further.

The data al-so shovied that during the last phase when Basefine II ivas

reintroduced the mean production rates were smalJ-er, for all subject, than

on the first introduction of Base]ine II in Phase I. This data seems to

corroborate the points stated above.

Error rates were not affected by the manipulation of schedule of re-

finrocement and/or the ongoing feedback system. This coul-d 1ead us to

conclude that an increase in production rates does not affect error rates ,

but this can only be stated. when refated to smal-l increases. Larger

production rate increases might lead to larger error rates, Manipulation

of feedback for errors and success as vrel-l as contingencies such as response

cost should be investigated in deating wii-h error rates.

Social reinforcement contingent upon task behavior should be further

sutdied as to rvhether or not it is an important component in the increase

of production. rates, i.e., by socially reinforcing on-task behavior, rve

increase on-task behavior but to what extent this reffects an increase in



the production rates is not known.

It is also important to mention that variat,les such as modelling (having

one or more high performan.. oro.k"ts at a tabfe) woul-d probably influence

performance, and variables such as instructions and other discriminative

stimul-i associated with the schedul-e of reinforcement in effect should also

be more closely investigated, because all those variabfes probably are

important components in increasing production rates.

Based on casual observations from this study, some

studies dealing witl. production rates in workshops for

would be:

(a) DeaI with undesirable behaviors that are

and if possible do not rely on extinction because

be maintained by peers.

(b) The environment shoul-d be engineered in

physical contact arnong the subjects difficult (to

same time not to isofate each subject.

(c) The envj-ronment shoul-d afso be engineered so as to facilitate task

co¡rpletion by having all components necessary to the task near to the sub-

ject, and in the,subject's view, but at the same time minimizing the chances

of the subject engaging in inappropriate behaviors. For instance, the use

of dispensers located in front of the subject rvhich would release only one

item at a time (napkin, sugar, etc.) might decrease the probability that

Lhe subjects would play with the items-

In surnmary, this study found that a fixed ratio of reinforcement plus

an ongoing quantity feedback system seemed to be effective to some extent

ao

recommendations for

retarded individuals

incompatible with working

the behavior will liketY

such a way as to make

avoid aggression) but at the
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in i¡creasing production rates on a packaging task for retarded indiv-iduals

and that either variable afone tt 
_":a 

as effective-

Further research in this ar,ea might- deal with variabl-es such as imme ..

d-iacy of reinforcement after completion of the ratio, a gradual increase

in the required ratio, social reinforcement contingent on on-task behavior,

the engineering of the physical environment, and the_ investigation of

variables such as instructions and SDs that signal the schedule of rein-

forcement in effect, for all tÏrese varia-l¡les might influence the overall

production rates of individuals working in sheltered rr'orkshops.
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